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modification or restoration of original image [1] allows for
pixel-wise tamper localization, although global nature of
blur/sharpen operations makes it hardly compatible with
watermarking methods. Watermarking methods capable at
least partially resist affirmative image modifications, such
as blurring, are based on global image structure and loose
pixel-wise tamper localization resolution.
Our goal is to present digital signature method with
pixel-wise tamper localization ability, capable to resist
blur/sharpen procedures, as usually image blurring or
sharpening does not influence essence of the image. A lot
of watermarking/digital signature methods fail to
implement pixel-wise resolution against limited blurring or
sharpening operations considering their effect on binary
matrices of the image.
In this paper we present blur/sharpen resistant method
for image authentication and pixel-wise tamper
localization. The method is implemented on a digital
signature basis as we see this basis more advantageous
over watermark basis [4]. If the same technique would be
applied on watermark, it data structures may not survive
malicious modifications and allowable general image
processing.

Introduction
Over the last decade we faced expansion of digital
imagining technologies. This expansion enabled effortless
modification of digital images – leading us to face new
threats and challenges on image authentication.
Watermarking methods provide solution to global
image authentication – at a price of introducing additional
changes to the original image. Limited ability to remove
these additional changes appear in lossless watermarking
methods. But if any image processing has occurred,
changes introduced by lossless watermarking usually
become irrevocable [1, 2].
Digital signature methods keep the original image
intact. An important feature for special applications, i.e.
medical. However traditional binary image authentication
is not always enough. In order to identify tampered and
trusted regions of the image, tamper localization is
required. Pixel-wise resolution is preferred in order to
exactly pin-point modified pixels. Acceptance of standard
image processing is also desirable.
There are very few papers on digital signature tamper
localization with the respect to invariance against
blur/sharpen processing. Block-based tamper localization
method is presented in [3]. The paper mentions being the
first hashing method that can localize image tampering.
Another method with pixel-wise tamper localization is
presented in [4].
Resistance to blurring/sharpening operations is not
directly mentioned in [3]. Our analysis does not confirm
the method supports such image processing operations.
Partial resistance against small-intensity blur/sharpen
operations may be enabled in restore capable digital
signature methods, although this resistance usually
achieved as “side-effect” [4, 5].
Image hashing methods [6] based on extracted
features – edges, feature points, image moments – show
quite good robustness against blurring/sharpening.
However, pixel-wise tamper localization based on these
methods is not possible.
More works on pixel-wise tamper localization are in
watermarking section. Illegal watermark structure

Theoretical foundations
Our objective was to create a digital signature method
capable to withstand some standard image processing
modifications (like blurring and sharpening) and at the
same time remain sensitive to malicious image attacks with
pixel-wise tamper localization. In other words our method
should be able to locate tampered regions with pixel-wise
resolution even if the whole image before or after the
attack was additionally blurred or sharpened.
In order to achieve our goal we designed a special
modified phase only filter transformation (MPOF)
invariant to image blurring/sharpening [7].
In digital image processing the discrete model for
spatially invariant blurring/sharpening of an original image
f(x) resulting in an observed image g(x) can be expressed
by a convolution:
g ( x)  ( f * h)( x) ,
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(1)

bA1  1, when q is even,
A( p, q )  
 bA1  1, when q is odd.

where h(x) is the point spread function (PSF) of the blur, *
denotes 2-D convolution and x is a vector of coordinates
[x,y]. In Fourier domain this corresponds to:
G (u )  F (u )  H (u ) ,

5) Inverse DFT is calculated:

(2)

where G(u), F(u) and H(u) are the discrete Fourier
transformations (DFT) of the blurred/sharpened image
g(x), the original image f(x) and the PSF h(x) respectively
and u is a vector of coordinates [u,v]. We may separate the
magnitude and phase parts of (2), resulting in:

G (u )  F (u )  H (u ) ,

(3)

G (u )  F (u )  H (u ) ,

(4)

f d ( p, q)  IDFT { A(l , m)e

if H (u )  0,
if H (u )  0.

(5)

This means that G (u )  F (u ) for all H (u )  0 and
proves that phase of Fourier transform is essentially
unaffected by image blurring/sharpening operations.
This property became one of key steps in our new
modified phase only filter transformation (MPOF) that
provides semi-invariance over standard blur/sharpen image
processing operations.
Let f(p,q), 0  p, q  N - 1 be an image in non-negative
2
Z domain. Transformation MPOF for the image f(p,q) is
defined as following:
1) 2D DFT of f(p,q) is calculated:
FI (l , m)  DFT { f ( p, q)}(l , m) 
 j 2 ( pl  qm)
N 1 N 1
   f ( p , q )e N
.
p0 q 0
2) Let A1 be a matrix:

(6)

A1 ( p, q)  1; 0  p, q  N - 1 .

(7)

(11)

Authentication of potentially modified image in
question fm(p,q) is determined by 5th level wavelet
decomposition phase:
1) Image in question fm(p,q) is decomposed into 5th
level LL wavelet decomposition LL(fm(p,q)).
2) Original LL(f(p,q)) is extracted from the digital
signature.
3) LL(f(p,q)) and LL(fm(p,q)) are compared,
authentication of the image in question is
established.

(8)

where  f (l , m) is phase of the signal calculated by

 Im{X ( w)} 
 .
 x ( w)  tan 1
 Re{ X ( w)} 
4) Transformation matrix A is generated:

}( p, q) .

We would like to notice that image authentication is
separated from tamper localization. This structural
separation is required to enable protection scheme against
oracle attack [8]. Oracle attack makes extensive usage of
image authentication engine changing the image pixels
one-by-one until the modified image passes image
authenticator. This attack is the most efficient when image
authentication is based only on tamper localization
function. In our case due to the fact that authentication
function is implemented by different engine than tamper
localization, oracle attack is disabled.
Wavelet LL decomposition was chosen to enable
human opinion integration in authenticity establishment
process as a backup option. Main technology used to
establish authentication of the image in question can be
PSNR or any other image comparison and evaluation
metric [9]. 5th decomposition level was chosen as an
optimal between acceptable quality and small size of the
resulting decomposed picture.

3) Integer b is maximized with the respect to the
following inequality:

jf (l ,m)
IDFT{bA1 (l , m)e
 256 ,

j f (l ,m)

Resulting image fd(p,q) is semi-invariable to
blurring/sharpening operations on the original image f(p,q).
Finally we propose the following digital signature
generation method, capable to withstand common image
processing modifications such as blurring or sharpening
and providing pixel-wise tamper localization:
1) 5th LL level wavelet decomposition of the image
f(p,q) is calculated – LL(f(p,q)).
2) Transformation MPOF for the image f(p,q) is
calculated: T(f(p,q)) = MPOF(f(p,q))
3) Transformed image T(f(p,q)) is permutated into
T`( f(p,q)) according to a secret key K, in order to
enable private key based image authentication and
tamper localization process.
4) Resulting image T`(f(p,q)) is compressed with
JPEG in order to achieve efficient size of the
signature.
5) LL(f(p,q)) and T`(f(p,q)) are combined into one
digital signature of the image f(p,q).

where (3) and (4) represent magnitude and phase of the
blurred/sharpened image g(x).
If blur/sharpen PSF h(x) is centrally symmetric, then
h(x) = h(-x) – its Fourier transform is always real-valued
and as a consequence its phase is only a two-valued
function given by:

 0,
H ( u )  
 ,

(10)

(9)

Tamper localization of the image in question is
determined by the following procedure:
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1) Transformation MPOF is calculated for the image
in question: T(fm(p,q)) = MPOF(fm(p,q)).
2) Transformed image T(fm(p,q)) is permutated into
T`( fm(p,q)) according to a secret key K.
3) Original transformed image T(f(p,q)) is extracted
from the digital signature.
4) T(fm(p,q)) is compared with T`(fm(p,q)) – this step
results in a pixel-wise damage map.
Effectiveness of this procedure is studied in the
following section.
Numerical experiments

Fig. 3. Signature size (Y axis, bytes) dependency on parameter b
value (X axis)

Numerical experiments we performed had to establish
some specific properties of the proposed technique.
First of all we analyzed the size of the signature as a
function of MPOF transformation. We have achieved 7090% compression rate without significant loss of
information. Such effectiveness is implemented by
applying JPEG compression algorithm to specially
constructed image structures – this is best shown on image
histograms. In Figure 1 histogram of standard image is
represented. In Figure 2 histogram of transformed image
MPOF(f(p,q)) is presented. As we see, Figure 2 resembles
half of Gaussian distribution centered on zero with most
values being close at zero. This artificial structure is the
key to high performance JPEG compression.

We also studied effectiveness of tamper localization
on standard image cameraman. Figure 4 presents attacked
cameraman – copyright label in right top angle was added,
small image of crow was also added, as an object of
photography. Tamper localization results are shown in
figure 5. As we see, both modifications were detected
correctly. Size of the signature is 16052 bytes, size of the
initial image is 66132 bytes.

Fig. 4. Attacked image

Fig. 1. Histogram of standard Lena image

Fig. 5. Tamper localization results

Fig. 2. Histogram of transformed Lena image

Finally we tested method with standard image
Barbara. Fig. 6 shows attacked and additionally blurred
(two iterations, standard Photoshop blurring) Barbara
image. Size of the signature is 79309 bytes, size of the
whole image 277360 bytes.

Secondly we evaluated how effectiveness of depends
on parameter b. In Figure 3 curve of signature size at
various b values is displayed. We see that signature size
increases as b increases as well.
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Conclusions
In this paper a new digital signature based method for
image authentication is presented. Novelties of proposed
authentication technique include pixel-wise tamper
localization with invariance to image enhancement
modifications such as blurring or sharpening. Separated
image authentication and tamper localization processes
allows to ensure robustness against algorithmic attacks,
such as oracle attack.
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Fig. 6. Image of Barbara - attacked and blurred

Fig. 7. Results of tamper localization

Results of tamper localization are presented in Figure
8. Please notice effectiveness of the method – intensive
blurring does not affect the results of tamper localization.
Despite of quite heavy blurring resulting in big pixel
changes on global scale, the method is able to identify
modifications and accuratelly locate tampered regions.
Some noice on the tamper localizations appears due to high
intensity blurring.
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